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Q: What is the focus of your lab’s research?
a: further improvement of high-performance thin-layer chromatography (hPTLc) as the most efficient 
and powerful planar chromatographic technique standing for optimized coating material (lower 
particle size and narrower particle size distribution) in combination with the employment of advanced 
instrumentation for most steps of the chromatographic process.

Direct analysis in real time (DaRT) was first coupled to planar chromatography by our group as well 
as atmospheric pressure glow discharge (aPGD), hPTLc-maLDi-Tofms achieved reproducibility of 
about 10% directly from the plate via imaging ms. We successfully modificated an interface, originally 
invented by Dr. Luftmann from university of münster and together with a company turned this into a 
product, the TLc-ms interface from camaG.

Q: What previous WorkfloW challenGes DiD you experience?
a: in regard to our hPTLc-ms-coupling project, we aimed for an uncomplicated solution to connect 
a compact mass spectrometer directly to the TLc-ms interface without the need of any additional 
peripherals.

Q: Why DiD you incorporate the expression cMs into your laboratory?
a: Based on the good performance data, the expression compact ms from advion enabled  
mass-over-charge (m/z) signal intensities of hPTLc zones in a concentration-dependent (quantitative) 
and reliable manner. as a very compact ms, it will help to establish ms in the workflow of TLc/
hPTLc laboratories.

founded in 1993, advion is a leader in mass spectrometry & synthesis solutions. The expression cms is a high performance, compact, affordable single quadrupole 
mass spectrometer. its compact size allows it to fit in space-limited labs for direct access and immediate results for chemists requiring mass confirmation, reaction  
monitoring, quality control and purity analysis. advion technology has been cited in hundreds of peer-reviewed publications and presented at leading scientific  
conferences. Learn more at www.advion.com.


